
 

EUROPALMS Halloween Figure Pop-Up Clown, animated, 180cm
Animated figure with light and sound effects

Art. No.: 83316129
GTIN: 4026397715248

List price: 117.81 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397715248

Weight: 2,50 kg

Length: 0.58 m

Width: 0.32 m

Heigth: 0.35 m

Description:

Clown or zombie, who is hiding here in the clown costume? With the pop-up figure from
Europalms you get both. But WARNING: especially frightful people should beware of the double-
headed clown!

What at first glance looks like a stand-up figure of a horror clown soon turns out to be a scary
zombie ready to give your Halloween or theme party guests a good scare. Due to a built-in
mechanism, its head shoots up explosively after activation, revealing a creepy zombie head with
glowing eyes. While the zombie head slowly lowers back into the clown's torso, screams and a
haunted sound can be heard. The LED eyes of both horror heads also flash. In addition, the
figure's arms can be individually bent into shape to welcome your guests to the circus of horror.

The animation of the figure is activated via wired, manual control or the switch pad "Step here".

Features:

- Sound effects
- Eyes red flashing
- Head  with motion effect
- Animation time up to 18 seconds
- Easy to assemble
- Arms shapeable
 Package contents
- 1 x foot control, 1 x figurine, 1 x stand, 1 x user manual

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83316129.html


Technical specifications:

Power supply: 6 V DC

IP classification: IP20

Power connection: Battery/battery pack

Battery: 4 x Mignon (AA)  (not included)

LED: 4

Effect: Sound effects; eyes red flashing; head with
motion effect; via push button

 Time up to 18s

Standing/fixation: Stand

Setup: Easy to assemble; arms shapeable

Season: Halloween

Dimensions: Length: 50 cm

 Width: 80 cm

 Height: 1,7 m

Weight: 1,70 kg
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